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Oracle Data Guard 2005

this guide for using dataguard technology covers all areas of disaster recovery
standby databases and automatic oracle failover the details of how oracle10g s
improved dataguard provides a comprehensive solution for disaster recovery while
keeping a low tco are discussed descriptions of the concepts and architecture of
standby databases as well as the implementation and management of dataguard are
provided tips for success in configuration and first time implementation of dataguard
including the internal working of dataguard broker and dataguard with recovery
manager are revealed

Oracle 2012-05-02

for who is this book this book is for all those wishing to protect their data stored
in the rdbms oracle it assumes that the reader already knows the architecture of the
oracle database 9i versions at minimum contents of the book the book comprises 11
chapters divided into two parts i the first part dealing with the backup consists of
four chapters the first chapter is devoted to the logical backup the second chapter
deals with the physical backup the third chapter discusses the various flashback
technologies the fourth chapter describes the duplication of a database and
tablespace point in time recovery ii the second part dealing with data guard consists
of seven chapters begins with an overview of data guard in chapter 5 it continues
with chapters 6 and 7 which respectively describe how to create a physical standby
database and a logical standby database chapter 8 discusses the data protection
methods and redo log transfer services chapter 9 describes the permutations of roles
and base change chapter 10 describes fast start failover transparent application fail
over functionalities chapter 11 which closes the last part of the book presents other
accounts related to data guard form of the book the book is designed as a course it
outlines in a phased manner different fundamentals of backup recovery and protection
against disasters the pedagogical approach used in this book will satisfy both the
needs of 1 beginners readers with a minimal experience in running an oracle database
which will be guided throughout this book from a database creation to data guard
implementation through the different backups recoveries setups procedures 2 students
engineers project managers who already have a first experience in administering
oracle databases and want to broaden the concepts in order to implementing advanced
backup strategies effectively protecting their data against all types of failures
many examples present in this book and the scripts which can be downloaded on the
site tchoko books com will enable readers to implement effective strategies for
backup recovery and data guard management the content is based on 11g version while
highlighting the changes from the earlier versions 10g and 9i

Oracle Database 11g 2008-03-09

this brilliant new book gives readers the lowdown on the most important new features
in the latest release of oracle s flagship database product authors sam alapati and
charles kim are experienced database administrators who go beyond regurgitating
oracle s new feature documentation to report on what s new that really matters
readers whose careers are bound up in oracle s database system need to know what s
new sam and charles deliver with a rigor and candor that will help readers choose the
best of the new features to apply in their own environments

Oracle Data Guard 11gR2 Administration Beginner's Guide
2013-01-01

using real world examples and hands on tasks oracle data guard 11gr2 administration
beginner s guide will give you a solid foundation in oracle data guard it has been
designed to teach you everything you need to know to successfully create and operate
data guard environments with maximum flexibility compatibility and effectiveness if
you are an oracle database administrator who wants to configure and administer data
guard configurations then oracle data guard 11gr2 administration beginner s guide is
for you with a basic understanding of oracle database administration you ll be able
to easily follow the book
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絵で見てわかるシステム構築のためのOracle設計 2013-10-18

�������������������������� ���������������� ������� ������������� ������� ���� ���� �
������� �� ����������������������������� db�������������������������������� oracle���
���� ���������������������������� ��� ������������������������������������ ����������
����� �������� ����� ���������������������������� ������oracle�����������������������
������������������� ��������������������������������� �� �������������������� �������
������ ��������������� ��������������������������� ���������������������� �����������
����� ����������������������������������� ����������� ���������� ��������� ����������
������������������ ������������ ���

Oracle SQL Tuning with Oracle SQLTXPLAIN 2013-04-13

oracle sql tuning with sqltxplain is a practical guide to sql tuning the way oracle s
own experts do it using a freely downloadable tool called sqltxplain using this
simple tool you ll learn how to tune even the most complex sql and you ll learn to do
it quickly without the huge learning curve usually associated with tuning as a whole
firmly based in real world problems this book helps you reclaim system resources and
avoid the most common bottleneck in overall performance badly tuned sql you ll learn
how the optimizer works how to take advantage of its latest features and when it s
better to turn them off quickly tune any sql statement no matter how complex build
and tune test cases without affecting production use the latest tuning features with
confidence

図解入門よくわかる 最新Oracleデータベースの基本と仕組み［第5版］ 2019-11-07

��������������������������������������� �� ������������ ��������� �� ����� ����������
����� oracle� �������������������������� ��� ���������������������� oracle database
19cの基礎知識をやさしく解説した入門書です データベースの仕組みから メモリ構造とプロセス ユーザーと権限 セキュリティとデータ保護 クラウド 運用管理ツール フラッシュ
����� ����������������������������� ����������������

Oracle Data Guard 11g Handbook 2009-07-22

master oracle data guard 11g provide superior data protection availability and
disaster recovery using the tested techniques in this oracle press guide cowritten by
a team of oracle experts oracle data guard 11g handbook provides a sound
architectural foundation along with best practices for configuration monitoring
maintenance and troubleshooting you will get full details on implementing deployment
architectures to address requirements that extend beyond disaster recovery this
invaluable resource also includes a complete set of monitoring scripts available for
download develop a disaster recovery plan for your oracle database to meet your
organization s requirements configure and deploy oracle data guard for your
environment tune and troubleshoot your physical and logical standby databases
implement the oracle data guard broker management framework integrate with oracle
grid control monitor your oracle data guard environment enable read only services and
disaster recovery with oracle active data guard configure seamless database and
application failover minimize planned downtime using oracle data guard switchover
handle backup and recovery with oracle recovery manager

High-Performance Oracle 2002-10-15

geoff ingram has met the challenge of presenting the complex process of managing
oracle performance this book can support every technical person looking to resolve
oracle8i and oracle9i performance issues aki ratner president precise software
solutions ensuring high performance and continuous availability of oracle software is
a key focus of database managers at least a dozen books address the subject of
performance tuning that is how to fine tune the oracle database for its greatest
processing efficiency geoff ingram argues that this approach simply isn t enough he
believes that performance needs to be addressed right from the design stage and it
needs to cover the entire system not just the database high performance oracle is a
hands on book loaded with tips and techniques for ensuring that the entire oracle
database system runs efficiently and doesn t break down written for oracle developers
and dbas and covering both oracle8i and oracle9i the book goes beyond traditional
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performance tuning books and covers the key techniques for ensuring 24 7 performance
and availability of the complete oracle system the book provides practical solutions
for choosing physical layout for ease of administration and efficient use of space
managing indexes including detecting unused indexes and automating rebuilds sql and
system tuning using the powerful new features in oracle9i release 2 improving sql
performance without modifying code running oracle real application clusters rac for
performance and availability protecting data using recover manager rman and physical
and logical standby databases the companion site provides the complete source code
for examples in the book updates on techniques and additional documentation for
optimizing your oracle system

Oracle 11g New Features 2008

tackling some of the more than 500 updates to oracle 11g that are intended to
automate the inherent complexity of the oracle engine this guidebook explores all of
the new features from the perspective of a working oracle professional this valuable
resource examines only the important oracle 11g enhancements and includes expert
discussion about each new feature why the new feature is important and how to use the
new 11g functionality written by working oracle experts for both current dbas and
oracle developers and programmers this flagship book on oracle 11g explores language
and pl sql dba features rac and enhancements performance features new security
features and enterprise manager

Experiences with Oracle 11gR2 on Linux on System z
2013-11-22

linux on system z offers many advantages to customers who rely on the ibm mainframe
systems to run their businesses linux on system z makes use of the qualities of
service in the system z hardware and in z vm making it a robust industrial strength
linux this provides an excellent platform for hosting oracle solutions that run in
your enterprise this ibm redbooks publication is divided into several sections to
share the following experiences that are gained while oracle database 11gr2 is
installed and tested setting up red hat enterprise linux 6 for oracle managing an
oracle on linux on system z environment provisioning linux guests using several tools
it also includes many general hints and tips for running oracle products on ibm
system z with linux and z vm interested readers include database consultants
installers administrators and system programmers this book is not meant to replace
oracle documentation but to supplement it with our experiences while oracle products
are installed and used

オラクルマスター教科書 Gold DBA Oracle Database AdministrationⅡ
2022-05-27

oracle master 2019����� gold ���� gold dba�� 1z0 083 jpn � 2020������� oracle master
2019 ���������������� ����������������������� ���������� oracle master gold dba 2019
�������������� ��� ���������������������������� gold dba������������������� �������
�db������������������ �����280������ �������1�� 85� ��� ��������web����������� ������
��������������������

図解入門よくわかる 最新Oracleデータベースの基本と仕組み［第6版］ 2024-03-15

��������������������������������������� �� ������������ ��������� �� ����� ����������
����� �������������������� oracle������������������������ ���������������������������
������� ���oracle 23c���

図解入門 よくわかる 最新Oracleデータベースの基本と仕組み ［第4版］ 2014-04-01

��������������������������������������� �� ������������ ��������� �� ����� ����������
����� ������������������ oracle ������������������� �������������������������������
si��������oracle database������������ ����������������� �����������������
oracledatabase��������������� oracle database������������� ������ �������� ���� �����
� ������������ ���������� ���� ������ ��������������� ������������������ ������������
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Oracle Database Problem Solving and Troubleshooting
Handbook 2016-04-04

an expert guide for solving complex oracle database problems oracle database problem
solving and troubleshooting handbook delivers comprehensive practical and up to date
advice for running the oracle database reliably and efficiently in complex production
environments seven leading oracle experts have brought together an unmatched
collection of proven solutions hands on examples and step by step tips for oracle
database 12c 11g and other recent versions of oracle database every solution is
crafted to help experienced oracle dbas and dmas understand and fix serious problems
as rapidly as possible the authors cover lob segments undo tablespaces high gc buffer
wait events poor query response times latch contention indexing xa distributed
transactions rman backup recovery and much more they also offer in depth coverage of
a wide range of topics including ddl optimization vldb tuning database forensics
adaptive cursor sharing data pumps data migration ssds indexes and how to go about
fixing oracle rac problems learn how to choose the quickest path to solve high impact
problems use modern best practices to make your day more efficient and predictable
construct your call 9 1 1 plan for future database emergencies proactively perform
maintenance to improve your environment s stability save time with industry standard
tools and scripts register your product at informit com register for convenient
access to downloads updates and corrections as they become available

Expert Consolidation in Oracle Database 12c 2014-01-23

expert consolidation in oracle database 12c is your key to reducing data management
costs and increasing data center efficiency consolidation and cloud computing are
converging trends sweeping the industry the same technologies enabling cloud
computing enable consolidation as well leading to savings on all fronts from the
amount of power used for servers to the amount of floor space consumed to the number
of administrators needed to manage an installation yet the consolidation process can
be a long and winding road success requires planning and consideration to the impacts
on supporting infrastructure expert consolidation in oracle database 12c guides you
through planning and implementing a consolidated oracle database installation using
the many new features built into the latest release of oracle s database management
system you ll learn to identify candidates for consolidation and to recognize
instances that are best left stand alone the book guides in working with clustered
systems and asm storage in the consolidated environment focus is given to oracle
enterprise manager 12c cloud control as a monitoring and management dashboard always
the goal is to drive towards a cost effective environment that is efficient both in
technology and people focuses on the new consolidation features in oracle database
12c helps you evaluate and correctly decide when to consolidate leads to cost savings
and improved data center efficiency

よくわかる最新Oracleデータベースの基本と仕組み 2005-06-28

�����no 1 oracle������������ ����������������

Pro Oracle Database 10g RAC on Linux 2008-01-03

only book on the market to actually show you how to build an oracle rac cluster on
linux author expertise quality steve shaw s hammerora project is one of the most
visited sites in sourceforge net julian dyke is chair of uk oracle user group rac sig
and a member of the oak table network based on latest oracle release 10g r2 which we
anticipate being the release where the largest number of customers migrate from
existing single instance databases to rac clusters linux is highest growth sector in
relational database market and oracle has 69 of that market gartner

Oracle 10g RAC Grid, Services and Clustering 2006-07-04

grid architecture is oracle s strategy for high end computing and rac is the stepping
stone into this arena this book focuses on current technology including all valid rac
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features up through oracle database 10g release 2 with a primary focus on deploying
it in a high end grid environment the book discusses this technology at length which
users will find beneficial when researching implementing or monitoring a rac
environment the author covers workshop implementation of services and the
distribution of workload across instances with threshold definitions and the new load
balancing algorithms in addition it includes detailed discussions on asm that
complements the implementation of rac in oracle grid strategy the book also includes
discussions on new oracle clusterware its components and its integration with rac
oracle 10g rac focuses on rac specific topics including asm operating system
configuration installation and configuration of rac and much more coverage includes
network configuration for high availability fan taf ons implementation of maximum
availability architecture maa em grid control awr addm and other performance related
tools the author includes several scripts for performance tuning and implementation
that the reader can use to configure a rac environment either on a 2 4 8 60 or 99
node configuration focuses on implementing testing and tuning features of real
application clusters rac database version 10g release 2 provides extensive coverage
of usage day to day functions and operations includes tips and techniques such as
script samples to illustrate various features of rac a jumpstart into all the key
features of 10g r2 rac

オラクルマスター教科書 Oracle Expert RAC 11g R2編 2013-06-20

�� �����������rac 11g��������� ������������� oracle real application clusters 11g
release 2 and grid infrastructure administration ����������������� ��������������� ��
������������������������������ ���� ���� 1z0 058 �������rac��� ���������������� �����
������������ ������������ ���������������������� ���������������� �������������������
���������������� ����������� ���������� ��������� ���������������������������� ������
������ ���

IBM InfoSphere Information Server Deployment
Architectures 2013-01-17

typical deployment architectures introduce challenges to fully using the shared
metadata platform across products environments and servers data privacy and
information security requirements add even more levels of complexity ibm infosphere
information server provides a comprehensive metadata driven platform for delivering
trusted information across heterogeneous systems this ibm redbooks publication
presents guidelines and criteria for the successful deployment of infosphere
information server components in typical logical infrastructure topologies that use
shared metadata capabilities of the platform and support development lifecycle data
privacy information security high availability and performance requirements this book
can help you evaluate information requirements to determine an appropriate deployment
architecture based on guidelines that are presented here and that can fulfill
specific use cases it can also help you effectively use the functionality of your
information server product modules and components to successfully achieve your
business goals this book is for it architects information management and integration
specialists and system administrators who are responsible for delivering the full
suite of information integration capabilities of infosphere information server

Pro Oracle Database 11g RAC on Linux 2011-01-11

pro oracle database 11g rac on linux provides full life cycle guidance on
implementing oracle real application clusters in a linux environment real application
clusters commonly abbreviated as rac is oracle s industry leading architecture for
scalable and fault tolerant databases rac allows you to scale up and down by simply
adding and subtracting inexpensive linux servers redundancy provided by those
multiple inexpensive servers is the basis for the failover and other fault tolerance
features that rac provides written by authors well known for their talent with rac
pro oracle database 11g rac on linux gives you a rock solid and technically flawless
foundation on which to build your rac management skills authors julian dyke and steve
shaw share their hard won experience in building rac clusters showing you how to
build for success using the very latest oracle technologies such as automatic storage
management asm and oracle clusterware you ll learn to troubleshoot performance and
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other problems you ll even learn how to correctly deploy rac in a virtual machine
environment based upon oracle vm which is the only virtualization solution supported
by oracle corporation rac is a complex and powerful technology it demands expertise
in its deployment you can t just wing it in creating a rac solution julian and steve
have earned the right to term themselves expert in pro oracle database 11g rac on
linux they offer a rigorous and technically correct treatment of rac that helps you
build a solid foundation of expertise and achieve success rigorous and technically
accurate content complete coverage of rac from planning to implementation to rollout
to ongoing maintenance and troubleshooting up to date with the very latest rac
features

Oracleの基本 2017-10-05

���������� oracle ace ������������������������ ������������ oracle master platinum���
���4���no 1����������� �������� �������

Practical Oracle E-Business Suite 2016-09-30

learn to build and implement a robust oracle e business suite system using the new
release ebs 12 2 this hands on real world guide explains the rationale for using an
oracle e business suite environment in a business enterprise and covers the major
technology stack changes from ebs version 11i through r12 2 you will learn to build
up an ebs environment from a simple single node installation to a complex multi node
high available setup practical oracle e business suite focuses on release r12 2 but
key areas in r12 1 are also covered wherever necessary detailed instructions are
provided for the installation of ebs r12 2 in single and multi node configurations
the logic and methodology used in ebs patching and cloning of ebs single node and
complex multi node environments configured with rac this book also provides
information on fmw used in ebs 12 2 as well as performance tuning and ebs 12 2 on
engineered system implementations what you will learn bbr pdivp pulliunderstand
oracle ebs software and the underlying technology stack componentsbr liliinstall
configure oracle e business suite r12 2 in simple and ha complex setupsbr lilimanage
oracle ebs 12 2br liliuse online patching adop for installation of oracle ebs
patchesbr liliclone an ebs environment in simple and complex configurationsbr
liliperform and tune oracle ebs in all layers application db os nw br lilisecure e
business suite r12 2br li ul divbrbwho this book is for bp pp pp pp pp pp p
developers data architects and data scientists looking to integrate the most
successful big data open stack architecture and how to choose the correct technology
in every layer

Oracle Database Performance and Scalability 2011-10-24

the innovative performance and scalability features with each newer edition of the
oracle database system can present challenges for users this book teaches software
developers and students how to effectively deal with oracle performance and
scalability issues throughout the entire life cycle of developing oracle based
applications using real world case studies to deliver key theories and concepts the
book introduces highly dependable and ready to apply performance and scalability
optimization techniques augmented with top 10 oracle performance and scalability
features as well as a supplementary support website

オラクルマスター教科書 Gold Oracle Database 12c Upgrade[新機能]編
2014-09-11

oracle 11g��12c� ����������� ��� 11g �����������gold���� ��� 12c �gold���������������
�� ����� 12c���� ����������� ��� � ��������������������� ����� �2���������� 2014�3���
���� upgrade to oracle database 12c �� ���� excellent instructor 8�������������� web�
������istudy������ ����������������������� ���������������� �������������������������
���������� ����������� ���������� ��������� ���������������������������� ������������
���
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[ワイド版]オラクルマスター教科書 Gold Oracle Database 12c Upgrade[新機能]
練習問題編 2016-01-21

��� 11g �����������gold���� ��� 12c �gold������������������ �����������gold oracle
database 12c upgrade ��� � ������ �� ����� �1������ ���������������� ����������������
�� ������ ��������������������������� ���������������� ������������������������������
����� ����������� ���������� ��������� ���������������������������� ������������ ���

［ワイド版］オラクルマスター教科書 Gold Oracle Database 12c Upgrade［新機能］
練習問題編 2016-01-01

��� 11g �����������gold���� ��� 12c �gold������������������ �����������gold oracle
database 12c upgrade ��� � ������ �� ����� �1������ ���������������� ����������������
�� �������������� ����������� ��������������� ���������������� ������110 ���������� �
���������������������������������������

Oracle 11g R1/R2 Real Application Clusters Essentials
2011-05-23

annotation oracle rac or real application clusters is a grid computing solution that
allows multiple nodes servers in a clustered system to mount and open a single
database that resides on shared disk storage should a single system node fail the
database service will still be available on the remaining nodes oracle rac is an
integral part of the oracle database setup you have one database with multiple users
accessing it in real time this book will enable dbas to get their finger on the pulse
of the oracle 11g rac environment quickly and easily this book will cover all areas
of the oracle rac environment and is indispensable if you are an oracle dba who is
charged with configuring and implementing oracle11g r1 with bonus r2 information
included this book presents a complete method for the configuration installation and
design of oracle 11g rac ultimately enabling rapid administration of oracle 11g rac
environments this practical handbook documents how to administer a complex oracle 11g
rac environment packed with real world examples expert tips and troubleshooting
advice the book begins by introducing the concept of oracle rac and high availability
it then dives deep into the world of rac configuration installation and design
enabling you to support complex rac environments for real world deployments chapters
cover oracle rac and high availability oracle 11g rac architecture oracle 11g rac
installation automatic storage management troubleshooting workload management and
much more by following the practical examples in this book you will learn every
concept of the rac environment and how to successfully support complex oracle 11g r1
and r2 rac environments for various deployments within real world situations this
book is the updated release of our previous oracle 11g r1 r2 real application
clusters handbook if you already own a copy of that handbook there is no need to
upgrade to this book

即戦力のOracle管理術 ~仕組みからわかる効率的管理のノウハウ 2012

�� ���������� ������������������� ���������������� oracle����������������������������
�����oracle�������������������������� ���� oracle����� ������������ dba������� �� ���
��� ������ ����������� ��������������� �����������������1�

Virtualizing Oracle Databases on vSphere 2014-10-15

the start to finish guide to virtualizing business critical oracle software and
databases on vmware vsphere virtualizing large scale oracle software and databases on
vsphere can deliver powerful scalability availability and performance benefits
recognizing this opportunity thousands of organizations are moving to virtualize
oracle however reliable best practices have been difficult to find and database and
virtualization professionals often bring incompatible perspectives to the challenge
virtualizing oracle databases on vsphere is the first authoritative comprehensive and
best practice guide to running oracle on vmware platforms reflecting a deep
understanding of both oracle and vsphere this guide is supported by extensive in the
field experience with the full spectrum of database applications and environments
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both a detailed reference and a practical cookbook it combines theory and practice
and offers up to date insights for the entire lifecycle supported by case studies
kannan mani and don sullivan fully address architecture performance design sizing and
high availability focusing on current versions of oracle and vsphere they highlight
the differences between esx esxi 4 x and 5 x wherever relevant to deliver even more
value they provide extensive online resources including easy to adapt scripts and
expert how to videos coverage includes understanding the dba s expanded role in
virtualized environments and the emergence of the vdba vracdba and cloud dba
identifying your best opportunities to drive value from virtualizing oracle
anticipating challenges associated with virtualizing oracle based business critical
applications on vsphere using vmware to overcome ongoing database deployment and
management problems protecting your virtualized database environment with vsphere s
high availability capabilities designing databases to achieve scalability on demand
maximize availability consolidate servers and improve compliance implementing best
practices for memory storage and database layout demystifying the impact of
virtualization on oracle support and licensing using vmware site recovery manager srm
to accelerate disaster recovery by seamlessly integrating vm and storage failover
streamlining provisioning and taking advantage of opportunities to automate

Mastering Oracle GoldenGate 2016-11-01

master oracle goldengate technology on multiple database platforms using this step by
step implementation guide learn about advanced features to use in building a robust
high availability replication system provided are detailed illustration of oracle
goldengate concepts goldengate tools and add ons as well as illustrative examples the
book covers oracle goldengate for oracle database and also discusses setup and
configuration for other common databases such as ibm db2 sybase ase mysql and
microsoft sql server the technology landscape is fast changing and mastering oracle
goldengate stays current by covering the new features included in oracle goldengate
12c the book covers both classic capture and integrated capture as well as delivery
also covered are oracle goldengate security and performance tuning to keep your
system secure and performing at its best you will learn to monitor your goldengate
system using tools that come with oracle goldengate management pack as well as using
shell scripts troubleshooting is well illustrated with examples covering oracle
goldengate technology across common database brands discussing high performing and
secure replication environments speaking to replication in big data and cloud
computing environments what you will learn implement oracle goldengate for real time
replication secure and tune your replication environment for high performance
administer your oracle goldengate environment learn troubleshooting approaches with
help of examples make use of goldengate management pack and its api feed live data
into big data and cloud based systems who this book is for database professionals who
have chosen to ride the oracle goldengate roller coaster for real time replication
solutions the book is for beginners as well as professionals who are willing to
master the leading replication technology in the industry it is an excellent choice
for professionals who are implementing or maintaining oracle goldengate replication
environments on any of the major database management system platforms

Oracle 11g Streams Implementer's Guide 2010-01-19

annotation from smaller businesses through to huge enterprises users all over the
world often require access to data 24 hours a day distributed database systems
proliferate the world of data sharing providing an ability to access real time data
anywhere anytime oracle streams a built in feature of the oracle database is a data
replication and integration feature critical to the success and wellbeing of
enterprises in today s fast moving economy this book provides the reader with solid
techniques to master oracle streams technology and successfully deploy distributed
database systems this book quickly goes over the basics and gets you up and running
with a simple oracle 11g streams environment it will serve as an excellent companion
to the oracle streams administration guide it is intended for oracle database
architects and administrators and provides in depth discussion on must know
information for the design implementation and maintenance of an oracle streams
environment the book does not attempt to regurgitate all the information in the
oracle streams administration guides but rather provides additional clarification and
explanation of design implementation and troubleshooting concepts that are often
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elusive in streams documentation it also identifies helpful tools and oracle
resources to add to your knowledge base as well as tried and tested tricks and tips
to help you tame oracle streams the book starts by introducing and explaining the
components of oracle streams and how they work together it then moves on logically
helping you to determine your distributed environment requirements and design your
streams implementation to meet those requirements once these concepts are discussed
the book moves to configuration and basic implementation examples to help solidify
those concepts it then addresses advanced features such as tags down stream capture
and conflict resolution you then move on to maintenance techniques such as
documenting the environment effectively planning and implementing changes to the
environment and monitoring and troubleshooting the environment when you have studied
the techniques and completed the hands on examples you will have an understanding of
oracle streams core concepts and functionally that will allow you to successfully
design implement and maintain an oracle streamed environment

RMAN Recipes for Oracle Database 12c 2013-08-24

rman recipes for oracle database 12c is an example driven approach to the oracle
database administrator s 1 job responsibility be able to recover the database of all
the things you are responsible for as database administrator nothing is more
important than the data itself like it or not the fearsome responsibility of
protecting your organization s most critical data falls squarely upon your shoulders
lose that data and your company could fail lose that data and you could be out of a
job oracle s flagship database product fortunately implements a wide ranging feature
set to aid you in the all important task of safeguarding against data loss recovery
manager or rman is at the heart of that feature set and is the tool most often used
to initiate database backup and recovery operations in this book well known authors
and database experts darl kuhn sam alapati and arup nanda have created a set of
examples encompassing the gamut of backup and recovery tasks that you might need to
perform sometimes especially when the heat is on a good example is what you need to
get started towards a solution rman recipes for oracle database 12c delivers it ll be
the book you reach for when that dreaded call comes in at 3 00am some dreary morning
it ll be the book that lets you sleep at night knowing that no matter what transpires
that you ve done your job well and can recover from any outage rman recipes for
oracle database 12c gets right to the point with quick and easy to read step by step
solutions that can help you backup and recover your data with confidence

Oracle 19c AutoUpgrade Best Practices 2021-11-30

master oracle s autoupgrade tool effectively to upgrade oracle databases from lower
versions to 19c key features in depth practical demonstration of oracle database
upgrades with various real time scenarios step by step illustration of each oracle
database upgrade and downgrade method fastest ever multiple oracle databases upgrade
description oracle 19c autoupgrade best practices is a simple cookbook for database
professionals to upgrade from lower versions to 19c or downgrade from 19c to lower
versions this book is dedicated solely to demonstrate upgrading oracle databases to
19c by using autoupgrade tool it has a very good explanation about different
autoupgrade processing modes analyze fixup deploy and upgrade and various stages that
the autoupgrade job runs while performing database upgrade multiple chapters in this
book covers various scenarios with detailed steps for upgrading oracle database from
versions 11g 12c 18c to version 19c and downgrading from 19c to 11g 12c 18c by the
end of this book every oracle dba can gain real time experience and become a master
in upgrading and downgrading oracle databases standalone rac standby using
autoupgrade utility what you will learn learn to use the oracle database upgrade tool
autoupgrade for various db challenges understand how to convert a non container
database to a 19c pluggable database get to know how to upgrade multiple databases of
different versions to 19c in a single operation who this book is for this book is
intended for oracle dba students database administrators database architects and
anyone else who want to improve their database upgrade or downgrade skills in a
concise and understandable manner table of contents 1 introduction to db upgrades 2
upgrading oracle database from 11 2 0 4 to 19 9 0 using dbupgrade manual 3 upgrading
oracle database from 11 2 0 4 to 19 9 0 using autoupgrade 4 upgrading and converting
12c non cdb as 19c pdb 5 upgrading oracle multitenant database from 12c 18c to 19c 6
upgrading and converting 12c non cdb as 19c pdb using autoupgrade 7 upgrading
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multiple database versions 11g 12c 18c to 19c using the single autoupgrade command

Oracle Essentials 2004-02-11

an enormous system comprising myriad technologies options and releases oracle s
complexities have spawned numerous areas of specialization for each area of
specialization there are equally specialized how to books and manuals o reilly s
oracle essentials claims a unique place among these books rather than focusing on one
area the book explains the foundational concepts of the oracle technology and the
core technical and business aspects of using it the new edition of this classic book
oracle essentials 3rd edition oracle database 10g distills a vast amount of knowledge
into an easy to read volume covering every aspect of the oracle database readers of
all levels will learn about oracle s features and technologies including the product
line architecture data structures networking concurrency tuning and much more
featuring focused text abundant illustrations and helpful hints the new edition
offers a valuable overview of oracle s database 10g the industry s first database to
support grid computing recent releases such as oracle 9i and 8i are also covered the
book contains chapters on oracle products options and overall architecture for oracle
10g and prior recent releases installing and running oracle how to configure start up
and shut down the database and various networking issues oracle data structures
datatypes and ways of extending datatypes with an introduction to oracle objects e g
tables views indexes managing oracle security the oracle enterprise manager
fragmentation and reorganization and backup and recovery oracle performance
characteristics of disk memory and cpu tuning multi user concurrency online
transaction processing oltp and high availability hardware architectures e g smp mpp
numa and their impact on oracle data warehousing and distributed databases network
deployment using oracle as an internet computing platform and for grid computing what
s new in oracle 10g a summary of the database changes described in the book oracle
essentials 3rd edition oracle database 10g was written for anyone whose job involves
managing or building systems using oracle dbms technology or working with staff that
uses oracle technology this book is the perfect all in one source for understanding
the complexities and capabilities of oracle

Expert Oracle9i Database Administration 2008-01-01

this 1 000 page book enables a beginner or intermediate level oracle dba or oracle
developer manager to master the art of building and managing complex oracle 9i
databases

Oracle Database 11G - Underground Advice for Database
Administrators 2010-04-08

a real world dba survival guide for oracle 11g database implementations with this
book and ebook

Expert Oracle Database 11g Administration 2009-01-10

sam alapati s expert oracle database 11g administration is a comprehensive handbook
for oracle database administrators dbas using the 11g release of the oracle database
all key aspects of database administration are covered including backup and recovery
day to day administration and monitoring performance tuning and more this is the one
book to have on your desk as a continual reference refer to it frequently it ll help
you get the job done comprehensive handbook for oracle database administrators covers
all major aspects of database administration tests and explains in detail key dba
commands offers primers on linux unix data modeling sql and pl sql

オラクルマスター教科書 Bronze DBA Oracle Database Fundamentals
2020-09-17
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